In this note, it is shown that if p3\o(G), then p2\o(A(G)). One is tempted to conjecture
that there is a function f(n) such that if pf™ I o(G), then pn\ o(A(G)). However the methods used here will not suffice to prove even the case n =3.
Let 1(G) be the group of inner automorphisms of G. Let the operation in G be addition. The union of subgroups H and K will be denoted by H\JK, the direct sum by H+K, the factor group by H/K, 1 Lemma 3 is due to the referee. It permitted the proof of the present Theorem 2, which was the only theorem proved in the original version of the paper, to be used as a proof of Theorem 1 with only minor changes. o(V')=pi~1.
Let W' be a subgroup of A(T) of order p'~l whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 1. There are subgroups Fand W oi A(S) corresponding in an obvious way to V and W'. The group U= { V, W} has the required properties (if {pw} or T is 0, then V or W, respectively, is defined to be the identity). Since p induces the identity automorphism on 5, p(£U, and {p, 77} is a subgroup of A (G) of order pn~l. Theorem 2. 7/^3|o(G), then p2\o(A(G)).
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 1, and the remark made in Case 1 of its proof.
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